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Effects of singlet breakup on deuteron elastic scattering at intermediate
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The effects of breakup to singlet spin states on elastic scattering observables for the scNi(d,
is studied. The singlet breakup contribution to the elastic amplitude
is estimated through an approximate two-step calculation, in which we exploit an adiabatic approximation and closure over the intermediate continuum states. The inclusion of the singlet
channel coupling has a large effect on the reaction tensor analyzing power A» originating from a
dynamically induced TL tensor interaction.

d) 5cNi reaction at 400 MeV

Over the past few years there has been considerable interest in the study of the reaction mechanism in polarized
deuteron elastic scattering from medium mass nuclei at
intermediate energies. ' 5 The high precision differential
cross section, vector (Ay) and tensor (Ayy) analyzing
power angular distributions from Saclay, at deuteron energies of 200, 400, and 700 MeV, provide a very stringent
test of the various reaction model calculations.
In this Rapid Communication we will closely follow the
approach of Yahiro and co-workers, '7 based on a threebody description of the neutron, proton, and target system. That is, we assume the three-body Hamiltonian

H

H„»+ Ttt+ V»(r»)+ V, (r„)+Vt.(r»),

(1)

where H„» is the Hamiltonian for the n prelat-ive motion,
TR is the n pcente-r-of-mass kinetic energy operator, V»
and V„are the strong nucleon-target effective interactions, and Vc; is the proton-target Coulomb interaction.
Relativistic kinematics are included fullys in the implementation of this Hamiltonian and the nucleon-target
interactions are obtained from phenomenological fits to
nucleon-nucleus
elastic scattering at half the incident
deuteron energy. The (Coulomb) breakup of the deuteron, due to Vc, can reasonably be neglected in the
ssNi(d, d) reaction at 400 MeV to be studied here.
The three-body model is very attractive since it makes a
direct connection between the more complex deuteronnucleus system and the underlying, better understood, and
In
intrinsically simpler nucleon-nucleus phenomenology.
its simplest form, i.e., when breakup effects are neglected,
the deuteron-target interaction Ud(R) is of single folding
model9 form
Us (R)

(2)

(Pg V»+ V„( Ps),
~

V (r, R)

V»
2

where pq is the deuteron ground-state wave function.
This interaction reproduces all major features of the measured elastic scattering observables; however, a detailed fit
to the data, and in particular discrepancies with the measured Ayy suggest some important and spin-dependent
mechanism is missing from this lowest order treatment.
Relativistic dynamical '
(Lorentz contraction and
Thomas-precession effects) and Pauli blocking corrections
to the model Hamiltonian have been studied quantitatively" and shown to produce only very minor effects on observables at 700 MeV, and in the latter case 400 MeV, incident deuteron energies. The inclusion of the n pspintriplet breakup corrections, on the other hand, studied in
detail7 using the method of coupled discretized continuum
channels (CDCC), produces significant effects leading to
a marked improvement in the agreement with the measured cross section. These triplet breakup corrections do
not, however, improve the agreement with the measured
Ayy; in fact, the calculations indicate very little triplet
breakup induced spin dependence. We investigate the role
and the importance of contributions from deuteron breakup to intermediate n-p configurations in a singlet spin
state, neglected in these earlier calculations.
Whereas breakup to spin triplet configurations can take
place through the central and the spin-orbit parts of the
nucleon-target interactions V» and V„, singlet spin coupling requires a nucleon spin-flip and can thus proceed
only through the spinwrbit components of these interactions. At lower energies the central terms dominate these
interactions. This is not the case at intermediate energies.
We write the sum of the neutron- and proton-target spinorbit forces

(r»)I». cr»+ V„(r„)l„.cr„

j

V+(L+1).S iV (RX—
V„+rxVtt/4) S+ V-(L+1) S' iV+(RX—
V, +rxVtt/4) S',

(3)

l

where

V~

S'
and

V»

(cr»

L and

1

(r») + V„(r„), S

(cr»+cy„)/2,

—cr„)/2,

are the n-p center of mass and relative orbital

angular momenta. In this form it is clear that the first two
terms, involving S, couple the spin triplet incident deuteron only to triplet breakup configurations, whereas the
latter pair of terms, containing S', will introduce singlet
spin (S 0) admixtures. We will assume that the underlying V» and V~ have the same strength and geometry
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and thus the coupling to the singlet channel must be associated with a corresponding parity change in the n p-relative motion. The second of the S' terms in Eq. (3) is responsible for this coupling. Its strength, the sum of the
+'lJ
nucleon spin-orbit interactions, is large and the
'P~ and 'F3 n p-configurations are expected to dominate. Our use of closure over the n pi-ntermediate states
means that we automatically include all the appropriate
relative orbital angular momentum states I in the singlet

spin states. In transfer reactions, or at lower energies,
where relative S waves dominate, then it is the first of the
S' terms, involving the diff'erence, or isovector component,
of the nucleon spin-orbit interactions which is involved,
with the result that spin singlet coupling effects were
found to be small. '2
The contribution of the singlet breakup states to the
elastic amplitude is studied within a two-step calculation.
An exact expression for the elastic amplitude is written as

I

&K'~' I r

I

«& -&K'~'

I

ro

'

K~&+ &x.

I

'«')

I

Vp+ V. —Ud w-"'(K) &,

(4)

I

Ko) and g (K') are the elastic amplitude and final-state distorted-wave function due to the folded interaction Uz(R) and K, K', a, and o' are the initial and final-state momenta and spin projections of the deuteron. The
full three-body wave function Ilr t+l(K) can be written
+ (K) [I+G + (E)(V~+V„Ud)— + (K),
(5)
where &K'rr' to
I

I

]g

y

H)
G t+l(E) (E —

'

where
can be written

&K'o' I ht

I

Krr&

is the exact three-body propagator.

Thus the second term in the elastic amplitude,

Eq. (4),

(K') (Vp+ V„)Qd 6 '+'(E) (V~+ V„) g'+'(K)),

&g

I

(6)

I

l

off the deuteron ground state and
Ud(R) no longer appears due to the orthogonality of the
deuteron and the n-p intermediate breakup states.
The folded potential, Eq. (2), required for the evaluation of the amplitude &K'cr' to I Kcr), was calculated using
the soft core (S+D-state) deuteron wave function of
where

Qd projects

I

(MeV), 0

-20—

/

/

/

-30—

/

Real
—————Imaginary

Reid. ' For deuteron scattering at 400 MeV, the nucleon-target interactions are required to reproduce the appropriate nucleon-target scattering at 200 MeV. Unfortunately, for a Ni target, data do not exist at this energy;
however, Dirac phenomenological
fits to nucleon elastic
scattering data derive potential parameters with very little
energy and target mass dependence, and which can therefore be reliably interpolated to the target and energy required. For this reason V~ and V„were taken as Schroof a global Dirac optical
dinger equivalent reductions'
potential fit" to available nucleon scattering data, which
included energies from 200 to 1000 MeV and targets of
mass range 40-208. The corresponding folded deuteron
potentials, evaluated in coordinate space using the techniques of Keaton and co-workers, '6 are shown in Fig. 1.
The amplitude &K'o' to I Ko) was calculated usin a version of the spin-1 optical model program DDTP, ' which
makes a conventional partial wave decomposition of the
Schrodinger equation, modified to use relativistic kinematI

(MeV) 0

ics

'"

To obtain a quantitative

(«v) 0-4—
-0.6—

G +

/

of

(E) = Go+ (E)

R(fm)
1

0

estimate of the importance

singlet breakup, several approximations are now made. In
view of the shallow nature of the nucleon- and deuterontarget interactions (Fig. 1), in the entrance, exit, and intermediate states, when compared with the incident deuteron energy, we replace the distorted waves gt —l by plane
waves. Similarly, the full Green's function G + (E) is replaced by the corresponding propagator Go+ (E), free
with respect to the center-of-mass motion of the neutron
and proton, i.e. ,

4

I
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FIG. 1. Folded central, spin-orbit, and tensor (TR) components of the deuteronNi interaction at 400 MeV incident
deuteron energy.

dk

IK"yi'&&K"y~

(2~)' E

Ek

I

Ez-+ie— —

where the pq are n pscatterin-g states of relative momenturn k and energy Fk, and E„- and EC" are related by the
relativistic energy-momentum
relationship.
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A further important and reasonable simplification is to
assume that the n p-relative energies Ek, strongly coupled
by V»+V„, are small in comparison with the incident
deuteron energy E. That is, we assume that the spectrum
of breakup states is effectively localized and set E —Ek
const E, an adiabatic approximation. Calculations of
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the matrix elements &pk I V~+ V„ I g), appearing in Eq.
(6), justify this step and suggest the value E E —10.0

=

MeV.
Making these approximations in Eq. (6), the secondorder plane-wave estimate of the contribution to the elastic amplitude arising from spin singlet breakup is

l

tl

lhrlKo)

&Kc»

X
4
im

k dk

" (2x)'3&Kg

I

V

IK

Eg"+&'&)

0'N&(E

&K 0'Nl

(8)

V IK4'1&

where

pgj(r)

ul(k,

r) YP(r")go(n, p)

is the n pwa-ve function in the intermediate state with @I'(n,p) as the n ps-inglet state spinor. As detailed above, in the
case of singlet breakup the matrix elements in Eq. (8) select odd-I intermediate states. The adiabatic approximation allows the intermediate states sum to be carried out by closure, namely

k dkf1

—( —)']ul

(k, r)ul(k, r')YP(r) YP(r"')

When substituted in Eq. (8) the resulting expression can
be evaluated without approximation to the spin algebra,
vital in our consideration of the induced spin dependence
of the mechanism. The deuteron D state is, however,
neglected in this evaluation. The details of this reduction
are presented elsewhere. ' Similar techniques are applicable to the treatment of triplet breakup effects, for comparison with the earlier analyses. '7
Both triplet and singlet breakup cases were carried
through in detail. The calculated second-order elastic
contributions &K'o'Iht I Kcr) were added to the leading
elastic amplitude &K'cr'I tol Ko& and the observables calculated. The effects of triplet breakup, Fig. 2, agree qualitatively with those of the CDCC calculations. ~ Relatively large contributions to the cross-section angular distributions are observed but little additional spin dependence

b(r —r')

—b(r+r').

(lo)

is apparent. By contrast, the singlet results, Fig. 3, show
only small effects on the cross section and A», whereas the
effect on A»» is considerable, indicating a significan
dynamically induced tensor interaction. By use of the invariant amplitude method, ' one can show's that the presence of an induced TL, -type tensor interaction2o will give
rise to large contributions to the oF-diagonal elements of
the elastic amplitude with I c» o' I —2. These matrix elements were indeed found to be considerable in the case of
the singlet breakup amplitude.
In this Rapid Communication we present the first quantitative estimate of the importance of coupling to spin
singlet states in deuteron elastic scattering at intermediate
energies. We conclude that the singlet breakup mechanism leads to a dynamically induced tensor interaction of
TL form. This interaction is of a magnitude that is able to
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FIG. 2. Calculated elastic cross section, vector, and tensor analyzing power A» for d- Ni at 400 MeV. The dashed curves show
the no breakup (folding model) calculations and the solid curves include triplet breakup effects. The data are from Ref. 6.
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FIG. 3. As for Fig. 2, but
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of spin singlet breakup effects. The data are from Ref. 6.

produce very significant effects on the calculated A~r angular distributions but very little effect on the cross section and vector analyzing power A». We have evidence
that the calculations at large angles show a sensitivity to
the underlying nucleon-target interactions entering the
three-body Hamiltonian.
For example, if these interactions are taken from the work of Yahiro et al. the cross
section beyond 13' becomes more oscillatory. From the
point of view of this communication however, it is important that the calculations show the same enhanced effects
on Ay„when the singlet channel is included.
In concluding, we note that our calculations are based
on a second-order expression for breakup contributions.
We have performed calculations using Glauber theory's 2'
which confirm that this is a good approximation at the energies of interest here. In particular, the effects of continuum-continuum
coupling in the intermediate states are
not important. More significantly, the Glauber calcula-

tions showed that the effects of center-of-mass distortion
in the entrance, exit, and intermediate states, due primarily to the strong imaginary central part of the folded deuteron interaction, were significant and must be included in
order to obtain accurate quantitative results. In no way,
however, does this diminish the importance of the large
qualitative and quantitative differences obtained here, between the breakup induced spin dependences in the spin
triplet and spin singlet modes. It is hoped that the present
work will stimulate the inclusion of these singlet breakup
effects into future CDCC calculations.
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